
Casino Players Guide

Roulette Wheel & Table layout
uses numbers (0-36)

Important Rules

Winning bets receive winnings + original stake.

If the roulette ball lands on 0, all bets lose except
those placed on or associated to the number
All stakes in "Even Bet categories are returned.

Place your stake (chips) on the table
on the number/s you think will win.

The wheel is spun and the ball sent round
the wheel in the opposite direction.

Once the ball has slowed down it will find
its way into the numbered tray on the wheel.

This is the winning number!

How to place your bet...

...please see below
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Maximise your winnings before placing your stake!

Betting... "Straight"

win 35-1 when betting straight on number 16

Betting... "Split"

win 17-1 from either 16 & 17 or 18 & 20

Betting... "Street"

win 11-1 from numbers 16, 17 or 18

Betting... "Corner"

win 8-1 on these numbers 16, 17, 19 or 20

Betting... "Six Line"

win 5-1 on any of the numbers shown

16 17 18

1919 20 21

Betting... "Column"

win 2-1 match any number in the column above
your stake

34 35 36

35-1

win

17-1

11-1

8-1

5-1

2-1

Betting... "Even"

win 1-1 on red/black numbers or odd/even,
also in number sections 1 to 18 & 19 to 36.

12P 12M 12D Betting... "Dozen" 2-1

win 2-1 (1-12 12M= 13-24 12D = 25-36)

1-1
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Black Jack

PLACE your stake inside the box in front of you on the table

HOW TO PLAY

THE DEALER will deal first card face up to each player, then to himself,
A SECOND CARD is then dealt to each player

IF YOU ARE HAPPY with the total of your 2 cards then you can 'stand'.
PLAYERS can draw cards to better there hand, be careful you may go bust.
FINALLY the dealer deals his second card. If his hand is 16 or less he must draw
another card. If his score is 17 or more, he must stand and pay out those
with a higher score upto & including 21.

You are staking your chances of drawing cards that total more than the
Dealer's without exceeding 21. If you do this, you receive an Even money

payout and retain your original stake, except when...

1. A score of 21 with 2 cards ("Natural" or "Black") payout = 3 to 2
2. Dealer gets BlackJack , all stakes taken except players with the

same score. They retain their original stake but do not get paid out
3. A tie of scores (Dealer and any player) the original stake is retained
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CARDS PICTURE CARDS ACEUSE FACE VALUE, COUNT AS 10, NOMINATED 1 or 11

If your two cards total 9,10 or 11 you can double your stake and draw 1 more
card. Only do this when the dealer's card is 7 or less.

Pairs of cards (except 4,5 & 10) may be split & receive 2 more cards.
Only do this if the Dealers card is 7 or less (Blackjack scored on split hand counts as 21)

Black Jack... continued

Casino Stud Poker
Opening bets are placed in the 'ante' boxes. Each player + dealer are then dealt

5 cards face down, the dealer's 5th card is dealt face up.

If you have a hand, place your cards face down in the 'raise' box with your bet which
must be DOUBLE your 'ante' bet. If you're not happy with your hand, throw in your cards
and you lose your 'ante' bet

If you have a hand, place your cards face down in the 'raise' box with your bet which

The dealer will then open his hand & players beating him will be paid out as shown.
If the dealer has no hand he will payout only 'ante' bets & 'raise' bets will stand.

POKER HANDS and ODDS
Royal Flush 50 to 1

4 of a Kind 20 to 1

Full House 20 to 1

Flush 6 to 1

Run 4 to 1

3 of a Kind 3 to 1

2 Pair 2 to 1

1 Pair 1 to 1

ANTE pays EVEN

POKER HANDS and ODDS
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Donald Smith Promotions Limited
74 The Whartons, Otley, LS21 2BS

T: 01943 850694
www.donaldsmithpromotions.co.uk
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Are you having a Fundraising Event, Wedding Reception, Summer Ball,
Social Night, Christmas Party, Work Awards / Rewards...

"Experience the excitement of Roulette & Black Jack for yourself!"

Betting Chip Values (points)

= 10

= 25

= 50

= 100

= 1000


